Introduction
The following additional explanatory text and figures include information regarding; (1) results of PDDP hours using the w * /u * >5.0 criterion from Lyons et al. [2008] only, (2) definitions of lapse rate criteria from literature used to define PDDP occurrences, (3) effects of changing lapse rate criteria on PDDP distributions, (4) definitions of different "dust source" masks used to explore the uncertainty of dust sources.
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Text S1
PDDP hours from w * /u * without a near-surface lapse rate criterion Figure S1 shows global potential dust devil and dusty plume hours per year (PDDP hours ) defined using the criterion w * /u * >5.0 from Lyons et al. [2008] only (i.e., without the use of a near-surface lapse rate criterion). PDDP hours in some areas exceed the total number of daytime hours per year. Largest values occur in the tropics in stark contrast to observations of dry convective activity. This is most likely due to the frequent occurrence of low values of u * .
Text S2
Lapse rate criteria Figure S2 shows the lapse rate threshold criterion for dust devil and dusty plume Figure S3c ). This feature is not as distinct when using the 8.5 K m -1 criterion (Figure 3b -f of the main article) and is non existent when using the 10 K m -1 lapse rate criterion ( Figure S3d ).
Text S4 Effects of changing dust source mask (D mask )
To explore the uncertainty in total dust uplift by DDPs (F tot ; Table 1 ) from the uncertainty in source areas, various "dust source" masks are used ( Figure S4 ).
Barren/sparsely vegetated land ( Figure S4a 
